FIRST OVER EVEREST
that could be carried across the mountains along the Indian
frontier.
The appearance in the bazaars of Central Asia of this incar-
nation of the devil, set the whole population on edge; ponies
and donkeys were the orthodox methods of transport. They
had carried the people and their goods and chattels since the
dawn of history, and the Mullahs were determined they shovel
go on doing so until the end of all things.
Nearly every pool had its group of half-clad human beings,
bathing, fishing in attitudes of resignation, or washing clothes;
the latter operation being best described as a practical demon-
stration of how to break stones by slapping them hard enough
with cotton cloth.
Near the aerodrome at Lalbalu, was a large shallow pool,
lying in the hollow of a dried-up river bed. This piece of water
was afterwards turned into a bathing-pool for the party, with
results which if they did not exactly make history, produced
some dramatic and most uncomfortable moments for all
concerned.
A great deal of mud and reed was cleared away to make the
pool fit for bathers, under the supervision of the local executive
engineer, Mr. Came, who dived in and swam round when all
was completed, both by way of declaring the baths open and
to show his contempt for the whispered word "crocodile,"
that had begun to circulate stealthily from ear to ear, though
no one apparently was listerung. But a few days later the
rumour took upon itself the shape of reality when one of the
airmen reported that a crocodile head looked at him while
bathing. Nobody believed him. Fellowes, however, knowing
something of the strength of an Indian fable when it happens
to possess two powerful jaws, a sinking feeling, and a tail like
a battering-ram, forbade all bathing except in parties of six.
The idea, of course, was not that six people should be consumed
instead of one, but that there was safety in noise and numbers.
The next day the crocodile was seen again. His existence was
now no longer doubted, and it only became a question of time
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